I’ve been a member of the Computing Research Association’s Committee on the Status of Women in Computing Research (CRA-W) for six years. Over that time, I’ve seen the impact that the CRA-W programs have had on the women and minorities who have participated. In this short article, I’ll introduce CRA-W’s goals, share some evidence of CRA-W’s impact, and describe upcoming opportunities for participation.

One aspect that has kept me very active at CRA-W is the action-oriented approach that the organization takes to pursue the mission of increasing the success and number of women participating in computer science and engineering research and education at all levels. The board operates with very few meetings or open-ended discussions; instead, we pursue our goals by having each board member implement a program. Our programs aim to develop research, communication, and career strategy skills, as well as create a sense of community for women in computing research. It is the experience of many of us that such skills help women to earn advanced degrees in computing and achieve success in research careers in academia or industry. The committee is made up of prominent and dedicated women who have progressed well in their careers and are now willing to devote time and energy to design, implement, and secure the necessary funding for initiatives that advance diversity in computing research.

CRA-W programs expose women to knowledge that illustrates the rewards of a research career and the various paths people take to get where they want to be. The programs showcase the value of a PhD and provide guidance on getting to graduate school and making the best out of the experience. Our programs help participants develop self-efficacy through increased skills, knowledge, and confidence. The programs have been designed to connect participants to the research community and to each other to build a network for success. From 1992 to 2013, CRA-W programs have directly impacted more than 7,700 women and minorities.

Many members of the USENIX community have been involved in CRA-W programs, and I believe there are many opportunities to join forces to continue to advance our fields. All USENIX communities can gain a lot by including participation from all groups in society so that a diverse group of people continues to pursue innovation and contribute to advancing our society. But much needs to be done before we get there: Women and minority groups (e.g., Native Americans, African Americans, and Hispanics) are severely underrepresented in all areas of computing. There is increasing demand for talent in all areas of computer science: the Occupational Outlook Handbook (2012–2013) forecasts 22% growth in computer occupations between 2012 and 2022, including 15% growth in computer and information research scientists [1]. In the areas covered by USENIX members, the situation is even more promising, but we still lack the diversity in our professional communities that one would expect based on the general population makeup.

There is strong evidence that diversity can impact business in significant ways:
- A 2007 NCWIT study shows that IT patents issued to mixed gender teams are cited 26% to 42% more than similar IT patents by all men or all women teams [6].
- Herring found that companies with reported highest levels of racial diversity had 15 times more sales revenues than those with lower diversity [7].
CRA-W: Taking Action to Achieve Diversity in Computing Research

In the mid-1990s, IBM expanded its minority markets by promoting diversity in its own workforce [8].

A study from 2008 finds that having multi-cultural experience enhances creativity [9]. In short, there is evidence showing that a diverse group of contributors can lead to better results. My work in the CRA-W is motivated by much more than any “let’s do the right thing” attitude; like many people I know, I want to help build a future for computing in which the IT industry continues to improve society through significant technological contributions and economic impact.

In research careers requiring graduate degrees, women and minorities continue to be a small fraction of computing PhD recipients (see Figure 1). We are failing to capitalize on the creativity of a large part of our society, and CRA-W works to change this picture so that we achieve a diverse technical community. Studies indicate that a diverse leadership drives students and workforce diversity [2–5], so we have many CRA-W programs that focus on exposing students to a diverse group of role models and mentors from academia and industry. We also have programs to guide junior women researchers towards successful careers. In CRA-W, we value systematic evaluation of our programs. We founded CERP (CRA Center for Evaluating the Research Pipeline) and perform quantitative comparisons of a nationwide sample of undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty to our program participants. Our evaluation results show that our undergraduate participants are almost four times more likely than nonparticipants to enroll in a PhD program, and our graduate participants are more likely to publish, be first author, and collaborate—all indicators of success in the research community [10].

In coming issues of ;login:, I will be presenting detailed information on several CRA-W programs and discussing opportunities for CRA-W and USENIX members to collaborate towards a stronger research community. USENIX itself began its Women in Advanced Computing (WiAC) initiative in 2012 and is partnering with CRA-W to bring this content to the USENIX community via ;login:, as well as exploring other paths of partnership.
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In research careers requiring graduate degrees, women and minorities continue to be a small fraction of computing PhD recipients (see Figure 1). We are failing to capitalize on the creativity of a large part of our society, and CRA-W works to change this picture so that we achieve a diverse technical community. Studies indicate that a diverse leadership drives students and workforce diversity [2–5], so we have many CRA-W programs that focus on exposing students to a diverse group of role models and mentors from academia and industry. We also have programs to guide junior women researchers towards successful careers.

In CRA-W, we value systematic evaluation of our programs. We founded CERP (CRA Center for Evaluating the Research Pipeline) and perform quantitative comparisons of a nationwide sample of undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty to our program participants. Our evaluation results show that our undergraduate participants are almost four times more likely than nonparticipants to enroll in a PhD program, and our graduate participants are more likely to publish, be first author, and collaborate—all indicators of success in the research community [10].

In upcoming issues of ;login:, I will be presenting detailed information on several CRA-W programs and discussing opportunities for CRA-W and USENIX members to collaborate towards a stronger research community. USENIX itself began its Women in Advanced Computing (WiAC) initiative in 2012 and is partnering with CRA-W to bring this content to the USENIX community via ;login:, as well as exploring other paths of partnership.

For the list of CRA-W programs and events, please visit www.cra-w.org. An upcoming event of particular interest to ;login: readers is USENIX’s Diversity ’14, a discipline-specific mentoring workshop for the system software community co-located with OSDI ’14.
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